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‘Captain Applejack” Different From
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club— Commons Organization room—
Other Mask and Dagger Productions in the Commons.
day, with Burdett and Dorfman in the
Since the publication contains no 8:00 P. M.
For This Year— Cast Has Spent
Local literary, musical, and dra 100 and 220 yard dashes, Crosby and advertisements, and since at present
HOME ECONOMIC CLASSES
Friday, May 9
3 MEDALS AWARDED
Seven Weeks in Rehearsal
matic talent combined to show its Wettergreen in the 440 yard dash, the cost of publication must be covHOLD CHILDREN’S EXHIBIT
Interscholastic track meet.
TO FROSH RIFLEMEN wares last Monday evening when the
Richardson, Lazure and Roberts in the
Saturday, May 10
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Last Friday, May 2, the Home Eco
Mask and Dagger will give only two
Durham Players presented the pre half mile run, and Richardson, Lazure
Interscholastic track meet.
Team
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for
Season
and
term performances of “ Captain Apple nomics food and clothing classes co
liminary production of Johnny Apple and Little in the mile run; Hazen,
Glee club concert at Stoneleigh
LAST CAMP COURSE
Winners o f Competition Receive
jack,” on Wednesday and Thursday operated with members of the depart
seed and Paul Bunyan at Murkland Noyes, and Prisk will be the two
Manor.
Recognition
of
Abilities
LECTURE
ON
MONDAY
evenings, May 21 and 22, at eight ment in putting on an exhibition of
auditorium before a nearly capacity milers. In the 220 yard low hurdles,
Wednesday, May 14
o’clock in
Murkland
auditorium; children’s food and clothing. An ex
audience.
Whitehouse and Barron will be en
Meeting of the Menorah society—
At
the
close
of
the
freshman
rifle
Course
Creates
Much
Interest
Among
rather than the usual three. The play hibit of children’s clothes was loaned
The play was written by Henry tered while these two and Thayer will
Commons Organization room—7:00
will, however, be presented again dur by the Bureau of Home Economics of season the high scorers of the regular Bailey Stevens, publicity director for run in the 120 yard high hurdles. In Students— Consists of Speeches by
P. M.
firing team and the winners of the the Extension service. Its music was
Specialists
in
Camp
Leadership
ing commencement week.
Washington, D. C.
Thursday, May 15
rifle competition which was held written by Robert W. Manton, head the field events Wooley and Abramson
This play is unlike the two previous
Mrs. Mary B. Davis, head of the
will compete in the high jump; Wal
Glee
club
concert at Laconia, N. H.
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were
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gold,
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marks
the
close
of
a
of the Department of Music. Its cast
productions of the year. “ The Truth Bureau of Infancy and Maternity in
Saturday, May 17
silver, and bronze medals in recogni was made up of members of the Uni lace, Wooley, and Brooks in the broad series of six lectures which make up
About Blayds” was an ironical com connection with the State Board of
jump; Brooks, Wooley, and Faber in
tion o f their abilities.
Ballard hall formal— Organizations
the Camp Leadership course, spon
versity faculty.
edy; “ So This Is London” was a broad Health, was on hand to give advice
the pole vault; Hanley, Clapp, and
The
three
highest
scorers
in
the
Johnny Appleseed is a play of Dean in the shot put; Hanley, Car- sored by the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. room 7:30 P. M.
character comedy; while “ Captain on child care. The exhibition was
Freshman meet were exceptionally American folk-lore. In it Mr. Stevens
Monday, May 19
at the university.
Applejack” is a mystery farce.
put on to assist the community with
close; so much so, that L. Picard with has attempted a drama of American rigan, and Googins in the discus
Rehearsal of University band—
The
course
consists
of
a
series
of
its program for Better Homes week.
(Continued on Page 2)
a total of 181 was second to A. F. frontier life, and in doing this he throw; Brown and Smith in the ham ix lectures by specialists in various Morrill hall— 7:00 P. M.
Lamberton whose score was identical. uses two typically American leg mer; and in the javelin, Wood and phases of camp leadership. Speak
Dress rehearsal of Mask and Dag
According to the rules, however, endary characters. John Chapman, Geoffrion. New Hampshire scored 10 ers are secured through the State Y. ger— Murkland hall— 6:00 P. M.
firsts,
eight
seconds
and
nine
third
Lamberton clinched first place, inas or as he has later come to be known,
M . C. A.
Tuesday, May 20
places.
much as the sitting position, in which Johnny Appleseed is a half-tradi
Dress rehearsal— Mask and Dag
Among the speakers who have ap
(Continued on Page 4)
posture Lamberton gained two more tional character who planted apple
peared in the course have been Ernest ger— Murkland auditorium.
points than Picard, is a deciding fac nurseries and orchards throughout
Victrolas
Conlor, Mary Mattoon, Miss Kirk,
Meeting— Delta Epsilon Pi fra
Radios
tor. The runner-up was C. A. Chap the frontier regions, especially in CARLTON BARTON ELECTED
Mrs. Rinear, Dr. Duncan, Mr. Moor- ternity — Commons
Organization
man with a score of 180. These Ohio and Indiana, in the early part
PRESIDENT OF PHI SIGMA house, and Mr. Ballantyne, all of room— 7:30 P. M.
three marksmen were awarded gold, of the nineteenth century. He has
whom are leaders in the state in camp
Kappa Delta meeting— Murkland
silver, and bronze medals, respective been called the Father of American
Carlton C. Barton, ’31, o f Newport, life. These speakers have developed 114— 7:30 P. M.
ly. F. Adams, H. Krueger, E. Fos Orchards, and is the hero of Vachel was elected president of Phi Sigma, the history of camp leadership, camp
Wednesday, May 21
ter,' and N. Greenwood gave promise Lindsay’s poem, “ Johnny Appleseed,” honorary biological society, at a re organization, health in camp, camp
“ Captain Applejack” — Murkland
of being capable candidates for next Newell Dwight Hillis’ romance, “ The cent meeting. The new president is craft and hiking.
Auditorium.
year’s team.
Quest of John Chapman,” and Henry a member of the Theta Upsilon Ome
Thursday, May 22
BISHOP BADLEY OF INDIA
Individual averages of all the sea Chapin’s recent book “ Adventures of ga fraternity.
“ Captain Applejack” — Murkland
son’s varsity matches show that there Johnny Appleseed.” He is said to
TO ADDRESS SOCIAL GROUP Auditorium.
The other officers of the society are
are several crack shots among the have been born in Boston in 1775 and Marion Phelps, ’31 of Durham, viceFriday, May 23
men students of the university. The to have died in Allen county, Indiana, president; Leon C. Glover, ’27, of
Bishop Badley of India will ad
Junior
Prom— Commons
Dining
following averages are based on in 1847.
Durham, treasurer; Elizabeth Gowen, dress the usual weekly social hour hall.
Paul Bunyan is the mythological 31, of Greenland, recording secretary; and discussion group at the Com
100%: Capt. C. P. Woodward, 88.3;
Wednesday, May 28
H. D. Edgerly, 86.7; N. G. Hikel, hero of American lumberjacks, with a Eleanor Sheehan, ’31, of Portsmouth, munity church at six o’clock Sunday
Meeting of the Menorah society—
86.4. The gold, silver, and bronze steadily increasing number of yarns corresponding secretary; Gerald Bag- evening. His theme will be “ India Organization room— 7:30 P. M.
Something doing
medals were issued to these varsity redounding to his glory. Among the ley, ’31, of Lebanon, doorkeeper; and Today.” Following the address Bishop
Saturday, May 31
numerous articles and books about Henry Hazen, ’31, of Lebanon, mar Badley will answer any questions
sharpshooters.
Theta Upsilon house dance— eve
from 1-11
A competition between Sophomores, Bunyan one by Esther Shepherd and shal. The program committee con concerning India and will lead in a ning.
Juniors, and Seniors was scheduled. another by James Stevens are worthy sists of Helen Daggett, ’31, of Con mutual discussion of any of her pres
Monday, June 2
The match, however, was cancelled, of mention.
cord and Ruth Thompson, ’31, of ent problems. All are cordially in
University Band rehearsal— Mor
due to the lack of interest shown.
(Continued on Page 2)
Durham.
vited to participate.
rill hall— 7:00 P. M.
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m ade
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FUTURE COLLEGIANS

Saturday will witness a struggle
between about five hundred high and
prep school athletes for various class
track and field championships. Among
this motley gathering of young hope
fuls there will be contestants of good,
bad, and indifferent athletic ability;
and most important of all there will
be, if competition is of the calibre it
has been in years past and no doubt
ii will, some few men who will outdo
the New Hampshire varsity men at
their own game.
Certainly, if the law of averages
be any law at all there will be many
boys present who are potential col
lege men of good quality. There is
little doubt that these youngsters will
do all they can to impress whoever
may be on the sidelines, and it is the
duty of the university as a unit to
impress the visitors in a favorable
manner, else the whole purpose of
the athletic department in sponsoring
the meet will be defeated. If we are
to bring our guests to see the uni
versity, not only as a place to come
for competition with other trackmen,
but as a place to pursue the mystical
entity called “ higher education,” we
should show them that it and its
activities are of interest to us, and
that we are enjoying our sojourn
here.
In addition to the entrants in the
meet, there will be a large number of
visitors acting in the capacity of sup
porters, friends, and relatives of the
participants. The total of the guests
for the week-end should easily reach
better than 1,000, and few will con
sider matriculation at a college that
does not impress as being an inter
esting place and one worthy of the
time, effort, and financial expenditure
involved in attending a college.

By Enzo Serafini

Our sympathies to the sufferers of
the Nashua fire.
We admire the quick-mindedness
of some o f the Durham cohorts who
wore their R. O. T. C. uniforms to
Nashua in order that they might go
through the militia’s line unmolested.
But for the sparkling perform
ances of a few of the Durham Play
ers, the Tower would term “ Johnny
Appleseed and Paul Bunyan” as
lethargic. It was given to too much
soliloquy. Vegetarian soliloquy.
I t ’ s one of
L ife ’ s little
Id io sy n cra sies
W h e n yo u see a
Senior w a lk in g down
T h e street in old cord uroy
P a n ts and dirty sh irt sw in g in g
A ja u n ty cane like the Prin ce of
W a l e s ! Or is th at w h at is called
D em ocracy ?
F . D.

G.

The R. O. T. C. band started off
with one lung so to speak, on Mothers’
Day. At best it was weak and
slightly ragged at the start, although
it did finish well.
How about a sidewalk on Garrison
avenue? Not only is the sand ankle
deep but passing cars have little or
no regard for the pedestrians.
If you receive three or four warn
ings, be nonchalant, throw away the
one textbook you own.
The College Cracksmith says that
the fun in all work is the satisfac
tion that one derives from it. And,
the satisfaction is the enthusiasm
that one experiences in knowing that
he discovered something that he never
knew before.
Maybe you’re right, College Crack
smith, but how many people will ad
mit that they have found out some
thing they didn’t know before?
C rescent m oon,
L u sh a g a in st a velvet sky.
Silh ou ettes a leafless tree.
C loth es it w ith a fu r r y w arm th .
So ften s the ou tline o f a ga b le d house.
B eckon s p ro v o k in g ly . •
B u t the path is o vergrow n w ith w eed s now,
And
you
have
snu ffed
the
w elcom in g
candle.
T h e m oon is b rig h te r now.
L ig h t the can dle if you have not gon e.
I shall find the path
A n d w ear the w eeds a w ay.
“ N a lis ”

While we’re promoting reforms,
how about the full quota o f lights
along our main stem? Just because
a light burns out or is broken
shouldn’t mean that the power com
pany is relieved of its obligation to
provide lights.
Or maybe Durham is still one of
those towns which turn off the street
lights when there is a moon.

We know not where the following
poem originated but here it is, ex
Good student attendance at the actly as it was given to us.
track meet Saturday morning and It is an a u g u st Senior
A n d he stopp etli one of three.
afternoon will make these youngsters “ B y th y fu n n y fa c e ,” the F resh m an cried,
feel that, after all, these college “ N ow , w herefore stop e st thou m e ? ”
people are interested in them. A Th e Senior gazed upon the F r o s h —
e fixed h im w ith his e y e ;
friendly gesture extended will be H
“ I crave a m atch to lig h t m y w eed ,”
Q
uoth
he, and heaved a sigh .
worth while.

SPRING TERM DANCE HELD
BY KAPPA DELTA SORORITY

Alpha Sigma chapter of Kappa
Delta held its formal spring dance at
Thompson hall at 8 o ’clock, last Sat
urday evening, May 3. A formal
buffet supper was served in the
President’s dining hall before the
dance.
J^Iusic was furnished by Ed Brom
ley and the Red Ramblers. The hall
was decorated with the sorority
colors, green and white. The favors
were black leather cigarette cases,
which were presented to the guests
during a favor dance. Refreshments
were served at intermission.
The chaperones were: Mr. and Mrs.
Bradford
Mclntire, Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Lowry, Miss Frances DeWolfe,
Mr. and Mrs. T. Ralph Meyers.
The guests were: Margaret Blaisdell, Mildred Corey, Evelyn Kittredge, Mary Raymond, Ruth Wood
man, Alice Melendy, Helen Smith,
Claire Moynihan, Phyllis Glazier,
Margaret Cournoyer, Myrtle Weast,
Celia Hourihane, Catherine Hourihane, Alice Tarr, Ellen Griffin, David
Rogers, Ray Sawyer, John Gleason,

“ It gives m e g rie f to see,” qu oth he,
“ A F resh m an so blase.
I ’ll see th at ere th is clay hath passed,
T h o u sh a lt be decla sse.”
E fts o o n s upon ye olde tow ne squ are
T h e F r o sh on soap box s a te ;
H a ir, hair, everyw here—
N one on his fo o lish pate.
A n on .

Since the boys came back from the
international relations convention at
New Haven they have been assuming
the manner of diplomats. Jud Flan and
Ray Smith have been telling some
interesting stories about their diplo
matic negotiations at Yale. They al
ready fell like attaches.

Henry Lane, Edward Haseltine, Ralph
Miller, William
Crowley, Arthur
Bussell,
Robert
Phipps,
William
Clement,
Norman
Randell, John
Sheehan, John Walstrom, Granville
Shattuck,
Kennard
Smart,
Paul
Shepard, Robert Cutter, Adler Ahlgren, Guy Burrill, John Clarey,
Francis Kibbey, Karl Knabenshue,
Edward Hunt, Earl Boyd, Fred John
son, Ned Elliott, Roslyn Durgin,
Henry Duquette, Benjamin Trzuskoski, Morris Clark, Bradley Cooper, Ar
thur Collins, Robert Richards, John
Adams, J. Raymond Sawyer, Enzo
Serafini, Adam Dogan, Jean Grenier,
Walter Palmer, Fred Lord, Jr.

The 1931 Granite, the year-book
published annually by the Junior
class, has been completed and will
make its appearance on the campus
during the week of May 25, accord
ing to Editor-in-Chief Enzo Serafini.
Editor Serafini promises that, with
out doubt, this year’s issue with its
two hundred and sixty-eight pages of
outstanding features will be the best
year-book yet seen on the University
of New Hampshire campus.
Results from the student art con
test, conducted by the Granite last
term were extremely successful, re
sulting in the elimination o f all pro
fessional art and the substitution of
work done by local students. The
covers, although somewhat less elab
orate than those of last year, are
extremely striking, and add much to
the general blue and white layout of
the book.
The Junior section is one of the out
standing features of the issue. This
section was handled by Howard Han
ley, who was appointed to the office
of junior editor at a late date, after
the resignation of the former head of
the section.
•The solemn air of mystery that has
hung over the progress o f the book
since the beginning will soon be re
moved. So great has been the demand
for copies o f the publication that
Business Manager Walker is dubious
as to wfeether any who have not
already signified their intentions of
purchasing a copy will he able to
obtain one after the date of issue.
Those who do receive copies will un
doubtedly have a book of which they
will be proud.

Twenty-five Men Under Coach A1
Miller Journey to Boston for Sec
ond Meet of Season— Team Still
Green and Untried

About twenty-five members of the
Freshman class will make the trip to
Cambridge on Saturday morning
when the 1933 track team, accom
panied by Coach Alfred Miller, in
vades the Massachusetts Institution
of Technology athletic grounds to en
gage in their second dual meet of the
present
season. The
Technology
freshmen have been going strong in
their Greater Boston meets and the
yearlings will face a hard task to
come through with a victory. The
first meet that the freshmen com
peted in was lost to Exeter academy.
This was early in the season and
much improvement has been made
since then. There is little known
about the freshman team this year
as it is yet green and untried.
The entries for the meet are:
100 and 200-yard dashes— Gibbons,
Pike, Clark.
120-yard
high
hurdles— Haynes,
Gilman, McCall.
220-yard low hurdles— Haynes, Gil
man, McCall, Pike.
440-yard dash— Okane, Klein, Whitcher.
Half Mile Run— Klein, French, de
Moulpied, Varney, Mackey.
Mile Run— de Moulpied, French,
Mackey, Varney.
High jump— Pike, Small, de Moul
pied, Holt.
Broad Jump— Pike, McGowan, Andberg, Varney.
Pole Vault— Andberg, Picard.
Hammer Throw— Harrington, Zeboc, Chestnolvich.
Javelin Throw— Holt, Picard, Nor
ton, McGowan.
Shot Put— Lee, McGowan, Zeboc.
Discus Throw— Chestnolvich, W iggin, Norton, Walker.

Christian Work Brings
Vocational Expert Here

New

Head of Bureau of Appointments at
Harvard Graduate School of Educa
tion Leads Conferences and
Speaks at Convocation

Arrivals

The interesting series of vocational
guidance conferences, which is under
the auspices of Christian Work at the [
university, is having a busy season. I
Yesterday afternoon Fred Smith, head
cf the Bureau of Appointments of the j
Harvard Graduate School of Eduea- j
tion and editor of the Vocational
Guidance Magazine, was the special!
guest and speaker at the weekly c o n -!
vocation. In the evening he conducted J
a forum in the Organization rooms at
7.30 o’clock.
From 9 to 12 o’clock this morning,
Mr. Smith lectured to classes in busi
ness and educational psychology at
the Commons organization rooms. A t
the same time Mabel Gair Curtis, a
vocational expert of the Woman’s In
dustrial Union of Boston, held a
series of social service classes. Jean
Dayton, secretary of the National
Baptist Education Society of New
York, with Mabel Curtis and Fred
Smith conducted a discussion group
at two o’clock this afternoon. Follow
ing at four o’clock, Miss Curtis ad
dressed the woman’s convocation in
Murkland auditorium.
Tomorrow morning the Misses Day
ton and Curtis will hold classes and
personal conferences with anyone who
is; interested in their work. Personal
conferences with any of the leaders
may be arranged through the Chris
tian Work office in the Commons.

Franklin Theatre
Durham, N. H.

Friday, May 9
A Paramount Picture

“ LIGHT OF
WESTERN STARS”
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian,
Harry Green
Educational Comedy—
THE GOLFERS

Polo Shirts
Bathing Suits

Saturday, May 10

Smart Spring Neckwear

A First National Picture

Sporty Sport Shoes

“THE GIRL IN THE
GLASS CAGE”
Loretta Young, Carroll Nye

Nifty Flannel Jackets

Pathe Comedy— RIDE ’EM COWBOY

Monday, May 12
A Fox Picture

“BORN RECKLESS”
Catherine Dale Owen, Edmund Lowe

Also
This Week We Are
Featuring

A Shoe Sale

A Radio Comedy—
BLACK AND TAN

Tuesday, May 13
To be announced on Screen
Metro News
Grantland Rice Sportlight

A Chance to Save on Shoes

------------------ *-----------------Wednesday, May 14

1932 GRANITE BOARD CHOSEN
To be announced on Screen

(Continued from Page 1)

Metro Comedy—

From Our Mail Box

Rogers is treasurer of Mask and
Dagger and a member of the Delta
Pi Epsilon fraternity. Chase was a
member of the winter sports team
STUDENT MUSICIANS
last winter and is a member of this
HIGHLY COMMENDED To the Editor:
year’s baseball team. He is a mem
My dear Sir:
ber of the Theta Chi fraternity.
I
have
always
read
various
letters
Robert M. Blood o f “ The Manchester
In keeping with the adoption of
sent
to
T
h e N e w H a m p s h ir e by un
Union” Writes President Lewis
dergraduates with interest. This in student art work which is featured
Praising Students Who Par
terest has been fed by the fact that in the 1931 Granite, George Abbe was
ticipated in “ Union-Leadone occasionally finds an original appointed to the newly created po DURHAM PLAYERS
er” Broadcast
PRESENTATION OF JOHNNY
thought, and to a certain extent, one sition of art editor. His assistant
APPLESEED PLEASES
is stimulated by students who keep will be Jane Lehman. Several of
Robert M. Blood, news editor of one from despairing of the mental Abbe’s drawings appear in the 1931
(Continued from Page 1)
The Manchester Union, who was in degeneracy of the average college
Granite. Abbe is a member of the
charge of the Union-Leader broad
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and
man
or
woman.
cast of April 19 from radio stations
That Mr. Manton was a very logi
This recent issue, however, con Miss Lehman is a member of the Chi
WBZ and WBZA, recently wrote
cal composer to write the incidental
Omega
sorority.
tained
a
letter
relative
to
the
under
President E. M. Lewis of the univer
Mary Sayward and Marion Fields, music for a frontier play is testified
sity commending the work and gen standings existing between certain
groups
identified
under
the
head
of
a
both
members of the Alpha Xi Delta by his “ Pioneer Sketches” written in
eral conduct of those students who
religious belief. If such letters were sorority, are the photographic edi Peterborough last summer. In the
participated in the program.
|prelude to the prologue which was
contributed by persons of letters, who tors.
Mr. Blood says, “ I am afraid any
written especially for the play there
Agnes Molloy is the new heeler was an attempt by Mr. Manton to
thing I can say will be inadequate, possess an agreeable finesse in their
style
which
would
contribute
the
sen
manager. She is a member of the depict the stir and freshness of an
but we do want you to know that we
enjoyed having the students with us timents of an entire group to the Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
early spring morning in the forest.
very much indeed; that we, think cause of humanitarianism, or to a
Another position created in the The opening measures are based on
their performance was splendid and closer harmony between existing 1932 Granite board is that of special the actual notes of the hermit thrush
a credit to the University and to the faiths, all would be well. But, when writer. Florence Baker, a member and were taken down by the com
state. Those of us who were privi such a letter is penned by an under of the Phi Mu sorority received the poser in the woods near MacDowell’s
leged to be of the office party were graduate (who has probably over position. She will have complete cabin at Peterborough.
the
value
of
his
very much impressed by their gentle exaggerated
charge of all write-ups appearing in
The main theme of this prelude
thoughts)
who
is
obviously
grossly
manly bearing. Good manners are so
next year’s Granite. It was felt by appears again in the preludes to Acts
rare these days that it is refreshing ignorant of what he or she writes, the present board that a high rank II and III, but this time it is mourn
to encounter a group of young men the line must be drawn. This line is ing English student would enable the ful and dirgelike in nature to depict
so thoroughly equipped. We were a sort of censorship, a judging of Granite to maintain a high and uni the desolation of the once beautiful
proud to have them as our g u e s t s , and whether a letter is fit or unfit to be form standard o f English in next forest that has been wrought by
we know you would have been proud published.
Bounyon and his crew.
year’s book.
Yours truly,
of them too, had we had the pleasure
The prelude to Act I is built on
The
complete
appointments
are
as
Bernard Grossman, ’32
of your presence.
follows: Conrad Peterson, Editor-in- a genuine American pioneer folk-tune.
Of their talents as musicians, I need
chief; Malcolm Brannen, Business It was notated by an officer in the
to say nothing. The wide and de
Manager; Stewart Stokes, Men’s United States army at a barn dance
lighted response from the radio pub Editor of T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e :
Managing Editor; Nancy Meehan, held at Bradford, Illinois, in 1857,
lic, to our program, speaks of their Dear Sir:
Women’s Managing Editor; Baron and is known as “ Spoon River.” The
ability much more loudly than I pos
Recently,
on several occasions Rogers, Advertising Manager; Mal fiddle tune which Inkslinger plays in
sibly could.”
through your columns the Y. M. C. A. colm Chase, Sales Manager;^ George Act II is a violin version of the same.
has been given full credit for pro Abbe, Art Editor; Jane Lehman, A s The arrangement is by Mr. Manton.
To accompany the scalp dance in
grams which were cooperative events. sistant Art Editor; Mary Sayward,
Act
III Mr. Manton used a genuine
In
some
cases,
such
as
the
tea
on
New Library Books
Photographic Editor; Marion Fields,
Mothers’ Day, the Community church Assistant Photographic Editor; Ed war dance melody of the Ojibway In
and the two Christian associations, ward Hoyt, Junior Editor; Preston dians as a musical nub which was de
symphonically,
growing
functioning
cooperatively, sponsored Rolfe, Men’s Organizations; Robert veloped
SALUTE TO ADVENTURERS. By
faster
and
wilder
to
the
end.
There
the event. In the case of the series Ayers, Mil. Art Editor; Karl Smith,
John Buchan.
is a short coda, slow and dignified— a
on
different
religious
faiths,
which
Adventure and romance in early
Men’s Athletic Editor; Francis Kib
dance of triumph.
Virginia.
proved most worthwhile, the Jewish bey,
Men’s
Questionnaire;
Celia
The cast of characters consisted of
THE GREEN PASTURES. By M arc‘ Menorah society, a Catholic group, Downing, Class Editor; Charlotte A t John A. Floyd as “ Johnny Apple
and
the
Christian
associations wood, Women’s Organizations; Agnes
Connelly.
seed,” Paul Y. Schoedinger as “ Leath
The present Broadway success. Sfhared responsibility and expense. Molloy, Heeler Manager; Ethel Duffy, er Lips,” Dorothy Murphy as “ The
Editor; i Clare Dryad,” Arthur W. Johnson as
Similar to OL’ KING DAVID, but on This is in no way a criticism of your Women’s Athletic
news columns. The fault may be Bresnahan, Faculty Editor; Char
a higher spiritual level.
“ Israel Woolery,” Ed|ith Alexander
ours. We simply want to give credit lotte Thompson, Feature Editor; as “ Hannah Woolery,” Gertrude Nye
SHIRTAIL
AND
PIGTAIL. By
where it is due. Thank .you for print Florence Baker, Special Writer; Hel as “ Gertrude Woolery,” M. Gale East
Schroeder and Peters.
ing this correction.
en Butson, Stenographer; Thelma man as “ Jean Baptiste (‘ Napoleon’ )
Two Yale men adventure into cen
Sincerely,
Ferryal, Stenographer.
Bounyon,” Edward York Blewett as
tral Asia.
Benjamin F. Andrew
Virginia Powers and Nina von “ Inkslinger,” and Earl P. Robinson
THE STAMMERING CENTURY. By
Fischer-Benzon were also appointed as “ Black Turtle.” The Indians were:
Gilbert Seldes.
to the board. Their positions will be George Ham, Edward J. Rasmussen,
The undertones to the major events
Kenneth Barraclough, John F. Shee
May 5, 1930
announced later.
of American history during the nine
han, J. Raymond Hepler, Elmer
teenth century, and an attempt to To the E ditor o f T h e N e w H a m p 
Rowalt, L. Phelps Latimer, Robert
s h ir e :
link up these sects, fads, manias, and
Fox, and Agnes Ryan.
fanatics with the really significant
There seems to be a general opinion high scholastic standing. I shall ap
Mrs. Florence B. Wilbur of Keene,
events.
on the campus, due, no doubt, to the preciate it if you help me to correct former chairman of the Dramatic
GALLOW’S ORCHARD. By Claire wording of the University catalog, this misunderstanding by printing committee of the New Hampshire
Spencer.
that Alpha Chi Sigma is an honorary this letter.
Federation of Women’s clubs did the
A Scotch “ Scarlet Letter.”
Sincerely yours,
fraternity. This is not the case. The
directing for the production.
LOYAL LOVER. By Margaret Wid- organization is a professional group,
The difficult problem of making an
T. Alexander,
and its members are chosen for their
demer.
apple
tree that is in full bloom in one
Recorder Mu chapter of
Another romance by a former li- personal qualifications and their in(Continued on Page 3)
Alpha Chi Sigma
|terest in chemistry, without regard to
Ibrarian.

George aiid

Phillips, Inc.

BEAR SHOOTERS

------------------ *-----------------Thursday, May 15
A Warner Bros. Picture

“ SHOW OF SHOWS”
A Parade of Warner Stars
Metro News
Paramount Short Subject

MAY 21 AND 22 DATES FOR PLAY
(Continued from Page 1)
The cast has spent seven weeks in
rehearsal, averaging four nights a
week, and is certain to produce a fin
ished performance such as Durham
audiences like, and are in the habit
of receiving from Mask and Dagger
players, according to Director Hennessy.
In the original production of the
play, which ran for more than a year
in New York City, and more than four
years on the road, Wallace Eddinger
and Mary Nash played the leading
roles, which in the Durham produc
tion, will be taken by William Nelson
and Dorothy Jones.
Like John Balderston’s “ Berkeley
Square,” “ Captain Applejack” has a
throwback into the eighteenth cen
tury, but to tell how or why would be
to spoil some of the element of sur
prise in the play. It is enough to say
that the play has in it every thing
that makes for theatrical effective
ness. There are staid, conservative,
English gentlefolk, denizens of the
underworld, and brawling pirates of
the days of long ago. There are chills
and thrills; gasps and laughs; broad
comedy and melodrama combined to
make this play a rival of “ The Creak
ing Chair,” “ The Ghost Train,” “ The
Cat and the Canary,” and other mys
tery farces fully as popular.
In addition to great care in casting
and direction, expense will not be
spared in the proper mounting of the
play. Scenery, lights, and costumes
are all in the hands of experts. Brad
ford Boothby is handling the con
struction; Donald Penley, the scenery;
Bernard Alpers, the properties; and
Joseph Terry, the lighting.
The Mask and Dagger orchestra
will, as usual, offer a medley of selec
tions in keeping with the spirit of the
play. All seats will be reserved and
are obtainable at the regular agencies
for one price, fifty cents.
Mask and Dagger feels that this low
and uniform price should not be ex
ceeded, since it enables everyone to
see the plays, which could not be pro
duced at all if the prices were lower.
The society has received gratifying
support from Durham this year, as
well as from Portsmouth, Concord,
and Manchester in its out of town
showings. It has a reputation to sus
tain, and every effort is being made,
under the direction of Professor W il
liam G. Hennessy, to make the pro
duction of “ Captain Applejack” the
equal o f preceding productions.
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N. E. Educators
Meet at Durham
150 Members of Group
Convene for Discussion
Sevlen Institutions Represented at
Annual Gathering of the New
England Association of College
Teachers of Education— Hold
Round Table Discourse on
Student Practice Teachers
The New England Association of
College Teachers of Education held
its annual meeting at the university
on last Friday and Saturday. On
Friday evening the members o f the
association were the guests of Presi
dent Lewis at a dinner given in the
president's dining room at the Uni
versity Dining hall. A feature of the
evening was the round table discus
sion of the topic “ Should Prospective
Teachers Be Required To Take a
Course in Practice Teaching?” The
educational departments of Maine
university, Colby college, Dartmouth
college, Vermont university, Tufts
college, Massachusetts Agricultural
college, and the University of New
Hampshire were represented at the
dinner and discussion.
A joint meeting of the New Eng
land Association of College Teachers
of Education and o f the Southeastern
New Hampshire Superintendents’ as
sociation was held during the fore
noon on Saturday. President Frank
lin W. Johnson of Colby college ad
dressed the meeting, his subject be
ing “ The Preparation of Teachers for
Secondary Education.” This address
was followed by a discussion of the
topic, “ Articulation Between High

CIVIL SERVICE
The United States Civil Service
Commission announces the following
open competitive examinations:
Industrial economist,
$3,800 -a
year; associate industrial economist,
$3,200 a year; assistant industrial
economist, $2,600 a year, Depart
ment of Labor, for duty in Washing
ton, D. C., or in the field.
Junior cartographic engineer, $2,000 a year, Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey, Department of Commerce, for
duty in Washington, D. C., or in the
field.
Physicist, $3,800 a year; associate
physicist, $3,200 a year; assistant
physicist, $2,600 a year, Bureau of
Standards and Bureau of Mines, De
partment of Commerce, and National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The optional subjects are (1) heat,
(2) electricity, (3) mechanics, (4) op
tics, (5) radio, (6) physical metal
lurgy, (7) thermodynamics and aero
dynamics, (8) any specialized work
in the field of physics not included in
any of the above.
All States except Maryland, Vir
ginia, Delaware, and the District of
Columbia have received less than
their share of appointments in the
apportioned Departmental Service at
Washington, D. C.
Full information may be obtained
from the Durham post office.
School and College Courses.” This
discussion was participated in by
Deans George M. Bauer and Dean
Norman Alexander of New Hamp
shire, Superintendent C, A. Towle of
Exeter, and Headmaster E. L. Fra
ser of Rochester. There were one
hundred and fifty people in attend
ance.

EVERYTHING TO MAKE THIS WORIJ) A
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BETTER PLACE TO LIVE IN
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ANTIQUE and MODERN FURNITURE
E.

A N TON

§
Dover, N. H.

Tel. 856-M,

30 - 38 Third St.,
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WALL PAPERS
PAINTS

F. F. PAGE
510 CENTRAL AVENUE

DOVER, N. H.
1
*
T E A ROOM

RESTAURANT

When in Dover Dine at the

DAERIS TEA ROOM
DOVER, N. H.

462 CENTRAL AVENUE,

Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale

MEADER’S FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions
DOVER, N. H.

6 THIRD STREET

if^LYDE l\

WHITEM
OPTOMETRIST

E. J. YORK
OverNewberry's
HOURS
8 -1 2

2 -5

\D 0V ER N y

DIAMONDS

Lumber and Coal Dealer

Durham Coal Yard, Phone 103-2
- Service Prompt

If you have the girl we have the
Diamond.
Diamond Rings from $25.00 to $500.00

E. R. McCLINTOCK
DIAMOND JEWELER
DOVER, N. H.

331 Central Ave.,

Tel. 164,

Dover

ARTHUR R. WATSON

Durham Shoe Repairing Co.

JEWELER
3 Third Street
Dover, N. H.
Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods
Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing

Shoe and Rubber Repairing
Skates Sharpened

Alison Beauty Shoppe

Entrance at side of Leavitt’s Apt.

PATRONIZE
FLORENCE L. TUCKER, Prop.
Merchant Bank Bldg.,
Tel. 986
All Branches of Beauty Culture done
Hotel — Restaurant — Barber Shop
by Experts

Complete House Furnishings
For Home and Fraternity House
Prompt, responsible service by the
oldest furniture house in Dover.
Window shades made to order

E. Morrill Furniture Co.
60 Third Street,

LEIGHTON’S
DURHAM
CASH
MARKET

Te’ 70

Opposite R. R. Crossing

--------By The Observer

Meats and Provisions

bandbox

The Critic
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Class Decides to Move Scene
ff. Senior
T
o f Ivy Ceremony from Thompson

We have finally adopted the
Hall to Conant— Office of Class
4
above
name for this column as M/
ij*
J/
Poet Initiated
a permanent fixture. Since our
^ first appearance last October, ^
For the first time in many years
we have called this little group ?!the ivy ceremony of Commencement
^ of items anything that we hap% pened to think of. Sometimes X week will not be held at Thompson
when sports “ dope” was scare ^ hall. The class of 1930 has decided
'4* we called it unprintable names.
that because of its historical interest,
“ Buckin” Brown, former sports
Conant hall will be the object o f the
% editor of this newspaper, was
ceremony this year. The Class Day
-j-; the one who first brought the
committee also announces that an
jjt name “ Sportisms” into common £ other innovation will be the installa
usage. We acknowledge our intion of a class poet. Ellen Farley has
♦j* debtedness to him for the estabbeen chosen for this position.
Miss
fished title.
Farley is a member of the Phi Mu
It has been our impression rj- ^sorority, and president of Book and
7^ since this column was estab- -j- ■Scroll, honorary English society. She
A fished that the aim of the writer
has written many poems, some of
4/ was to mention the sports
which have appeared in the Student
f. events which were not accounted
WHter and T h e N e w H a m p s h ir e .
for by the already efficient
Fourteen classes are scheduled to
;£ sports department. For that
meet on June 14th for their class re
^ reason we devote space to indiunions at the Class Day exercises.
vidual performances that do not
Several other classes are planning to
merit individual news stories
hold reunions although not on the
t but which are, to us, important
official list of reunion classes.
enough to win some commenda
The oldest class is that of 1871.
tion.
Charles H. Sanders of Penacook is
We
haven’t
been
able
to
tack
.4*
1
the blame for the varsity nine’s -k the only surviving member of the
p* profitless season on anyone as X class. The youngest class is the 1928
group. Other classes to held re
yet. We can’t decide whether
unions are: 1872, 1873, 1880, 1889,
4*
it
is
the
loss
of
former
members
+
i+
M>
\t>
^ or the team, inability of the »+<: 1890, 1891, 1892, 1905, 1908, 1909,
1910 and 1911.
^ present group, or just what.
Give us another game or so and -r'
INITIATION BANQUET HELD
then we will feel justified in ex- ?BY THETA UPSILON OMEGA
?£ pressing opinion. It isn’t right
to say too much until we have
Theta Alpha of Theta Upsilon
studied the situation carefully.
Omega
held its annual initiation ban
We admit at the outset that our ;£
quet on last Saturday evening, May
best
field
is
not
baseball,
and
A.
’
A.
& for that reason we need time.
3. This was also the occasion for
3
the alumni reunion. There were
New Hampshire’s record of
about fifty alumni present. The
winning dual track meets was
^ upheld in the recent melee with ^ event also marked the sixth anniver
<£ Brown. The
coming
inter- tt* sary of the founding of the national
fraternity.
scholastic affair should bring
The following men were initiated:
out some promising material
Elroy Clark, ’33, Clifford Clark, ’32,
which may enroll here next year.
It is expected that over 500 ^ Robert Stark, ’33, Luther Jackson, ’33,
schoolboy athletes will be on r| Francis French, ’32, Emerson Cor
A hand for the affair. This meet
son, ’33, Alfred Lamberton, ’33, John
is becoming a bigger event
Howard, ’33, and Arthur Smith ’33.
$ every year and should, this sea- ^
DURHAM PLAYERS’
son, take its place with the basPRESENTATION OF JOHNNY
ketball tournament as one of %
APPLESEED PLEASES
the outstanding sports events of ^
(Continued from Page 2)
the college year.
Speaking of track, we noted &
$ a former track squad member in Tf, act, and which is bearing fruit in the
♦j* a new role last week as an- *i+ next one was solved by Professor
Paul Schramm who was also respon
nouncer for the Brown-New
jg Hampshire encounter. Although ^ sible for the desolate back drop for
the stump scene which was used in
his voice cracked once or twice
A he did good work with the meg- A the last two acts.
Conflict
between the builder,
*£ aphone. If anyone thinks it is
easy to announce a track meet ^ Johnny Appleseed and the destroyer,
Jean Baptiste Bounyon, is the main
or anything else let him try it.
thesis of the play.
It may be of interest to some
J ohnny Appleseed becomes at
of the local sports lovers to ^
tracted to a spot in western Pennsyl
;j- know that the shortest distance
vania in 1800 where he finds a large
& between Durham and Merriapple tree in full bloom, and falls in
£ mack, Mass.,
is
twenty-six
love with the spirit belonging to the
miles, measured on a calibrated
tree. Upon returning a year later he
finds a settler’s cabin, and mistakes
the daughter of the house for his
Dryad sweetheart.
DURHAM WOMAN TO JUDGE
Bounyon arrives about the same
INTERCOLLEGIATE POETRY time. Each tells of his plans for the
future. Bounyon boasts of his prowess
On Monday a third judge was at logging, and Johnny paints a pic
found for the intercollegiate poetry ture of his dream of apple trees scat
contest between the universities of tered over the landscape.
He trades
Maine, Vermont, and New Hamp his gun for a spade, throws his bag
shire when Agnes Ryan, Durham of apple seeds over his shoulder, and
poetess, consented to judge. Miss goes away to realize his dream,
Ryan has been a member of the Mac- promising to return to claim Gertrude
Dowell colony of artists at Peter for his bride. Bounyon stays behind.
borough and is the author of a col
A year and a half later Johnny
lection of poems.
comes back, only to find that during
his absence his rival has logged off
the whole forest leaving only the
apple tree to brighten the desolate
wastes surrounding the cabin. He
learns that Gertrude has lied to him
about her identity, and that she is
going to marry Bounyon.
Gertrude asks her fiance to cut
down the apple tree, apparently to
spite Appleseed who pleads in vain
for its life. In the best scene of the
play the apple tree falls to the accom
paniment of the moans of the Dryad.
A complete new line of eve
The final scene ends with the ban
ning dresses in the new
ishment of Bounyon and Gertrude by
spring fabrics— georgette,
the Indians and the reconciliation of
Johnny Appleseed and the Dryad
net, and crepe Elizabeth—
when he promises her that there will
Also washable, summer
be thousands of apple trees for her
weight riding breeches at
when his dream comes true.
popular prices, and flannel
The fact that was brought forcibly
riding coats in all colors.
to our attention as the play opened
was the inadequacy of stage space
Edgerley Apts.
Tel. 164
for a production which was essen
tially an outdoor -play. Mr. Stevens
might almost join with Shakespeare
in bewailing his lack of room for the
proper portrayal of the scenes called
for in the play. As the play pro
gressed we could not help but wish
that it might be given more room,
LOST
and the possibility of its production
in a natural amphitheatre came to
in Conant Hall, lady’s pigskin glove. our mind.
Will finder please leave it at the Reg
Time after time, important action
istrar’s ?
was crowded, and many times actors
found themselves hidden by their
companions. The scenes in which the
Varsity Dyers & Cleaners Indians appeared were pageant-like
in appearance, but they were woe
J. A. HAINE, Prop.
fully cramped when it came to doing
Main St.,
Durham, N. H.
(Continued on Page 4)
Tel. 24-13

-at the-

DURHAM AND DOVER

Work Satisfactory

SPORTISMS

TO PLANT 1930 IVY
I
BY OLD LANDMARK

By C. M. W., ’31
Well, folks, I decided to sleep last
week instead of wrecking what few
brains I do have trying to pound out
twenty inches of book review material
that nobody really cares anything
about, least of all myself. However,
tonight A rt was quite insistent that
I crash in with my twenty inches of
nonsense and let the bed lie empty a
few extra hours. It seems they
needed space filler. And so I gave
my eyes a couple of rubs, snatched
the nearest typwriter I could hook,
and sat me down to do my bit for the
dear, old editor.
The last book which I managed to
read in what few spare hours I seem
able to find for such employment in
the increased excitement et cetera of
the spring term was “ The Meaning of
Culture” by John Cowper Powys, who
was also the author of the first book
that I reviewed in this most inauspic
ious column. Perhaps you remember
it, that rather heavy two-volume
novel of Dersetshire atmosphere,
“ W olf Solent.”
In this latest product of Mr.
Powys’ cultural erudition, he very
wisely spends as much time as pos
sible in an attempt to define the cul
ture that is meant when well-read
people use the word. Mr. Powys, I
think, could have given no better a
definition of his mot d’ordre had he
written twice as much. Culture such
as he is trying in this closely con
nected group of lecture-essays to
classify is such an indefinable quality
that it is a near marvel to me that
he should do as well at the under
taking as he has.
As far as I can see, to define cul
ture definitely is an impossibility and
always will remain so, because it is
so relative and so indefinite a thing.
But it must at once be acceded that
the author of “ The Meaning of Cul
ture” has therein very nearly achieved
the impossible. For, although I have
read several attempts, both lengthy
and brief, to explain this elusive
thing, culture, I think I have never
seen a definition that satisfied quite as
fully as this one.
Of course, as was to be expected
in view of the relativeness natural to
the subject, I could not be exactly
laudatory with respect to every de
tail of this piece of work. For one
thing I am sure of the opinion that
Mr. Powys in his zeal and industrious
endeavor to explain beyond any
chance of error the meaning of the
word, culture, in its proper use has
marred his book with sometimes
boring and aggravating verbosity. He
says the same thoughts over and over
again in different ways, of course, in
an attempt to convey beyond doubt the
exact meaning to the lay reader. It
seems to me that he spends too much
time trying to clarify his own theories
by means of examples and figures of
speech, and although they are always
apt enough and packed with meaning
ful connotations yet they seem to me
rather redundant and Unnecessary.
The book on the whole in its make
up shows such painstaking labor and
an attempt to render the reader cog
nizant of the meaning of culture with
regard to all of its diverse applica
tions and relationships. There are
chapters, to begin with, on the rela
tions existent between culture and the
greater fields of human interest with
which it is closely connected. Thus
he discusses culture and philosophy
culture and literature, culture and
painting, and culture and poetry.
Then he goes on to illustrate how
culture is conducive to happiness in
its truest sense and how it may be
linked with human life in all its par
ticulars to insure the attainment of
such happiness. Thus he has a long
and most interesting chapter of the
relationship of culture to love and
marriage. It was a surprise to
learn that a cultured person could be
very much in love, in fact that love
was a stimulant to culture, I say a
welcome surprise, after hearing some
of these trying-hard-to-be-aesthetes
decry against love and marriage.
Youthful cynics of the fined emotion
should read this chapter especially.
Then the chapter on culture and
reading revealed an essential phase of
culture, namely that the culture of
each cultured person is entirely dif
ferent from that of any other since it
is an expression of an entirely indi
vidual personality. As a consequence,
the difference is revealed vividly in
the diverse reading tastes of cul
tured people. This introduced a
lengthy discussion on the fundamental
differences between culture and mere
education. A cultured person, it
seems, may be educated or uneducated
as far as the accepted meaning of
education is concerned. Education is
the acquisition of knowledge for prac
tical purposes while culture is the em
ployment of all the arts in a satisfac
tion of the individual in his search
for happiness. What a difference!
Further, I decided that it ought to
be impossible for one person to tell
whether another is cultured or not,
since a cultured person, apparently,
is not supposed to let other people
know whether he is or is not cultured.

Varsity Loses
In II Innings
Lowell Tech Conquers
Wildcats by Single Run
Coach Swasey’s Nine Nosed Out 2 to
1 Before Mothers’ Day Crowd at
Brackett Field— Dunlap Pitches
Entire Game
With Lowell Textile as opponent,
the varsity baseball team was barely
nosed out of its would-be first victory
in a thrilling 11 inning battle on
Brackett field Saturday, by a final
score of 2 to 1. A hard program
faces the Wildcat nine this week.
Following the difficult issue with the
Army yesterday, the varsity will
meet Boston university tomorrow and
the Massachusetts Aggies on Satur
day.
Kenneth Dunlap pitched the entire
game for New Hampshire, and Wal
ter Mitchell was behind the plate. It
was the first time this battery com
bination was used, and Coach Henry
C. Swasey was highly pleased with
the performances of both men. The
victory was probably as important as
any Lowell Textile might lay claim
to this year.
Karl Smith, playing right field
brought in the only run of the game
for New Hampshire. He also got
two hits. A feature of the game was
the fact that Dunlap struck out 15
men, which Coach Swasey thinks is

PROF. AND MRS. WELLMAN
ENTERTAIN COLBY ALUMNI
Professor and Mrs. Justin O. Welldnan of the University of New Hamp
shire entertained Colby college alumni
at a luncheon on last Saturday, May
3, at the Gray Tower Motor Inn, at
Rochester. President and Mrs. Frank
lin W. Johnson of Colby college were
the guests of honor. Among those
present were Professor and Mrs. E.
J. Colgan of Waterville, Maine; Head
master and Mrs. Ralph K. Bearce of
W olfeboro; Superintendent F. L.
Landman of W olfeboro; Superintend
ent Carl Cotton of Derry; Miss Nel
lie Pottle of the University; and
Headmaster and Mrs. William B.
Hounsell of Durham.

close to a record on this diamond for
a Wildcat twirler.
Allard, Lowell’s footbalL star who
played here last fall, pitched a good
game, but failed to strike out more
than three men. Jerry Savard, an
other football player, covering cen
ter field, got a couple of clean hits of
his four times at bat, playing one of
the leading roles for the visitors.
New Hampshire’s only score was
made in the sixth inning, and when
Lowell tied the tally in the ninth
when Kokoska knocked Allard home.
In the eleventh frame the visitors
came through for another run as
Dunlap began to weaken under the
strain. The bases were filled in the
final inning. A fter Lowell squeaked
in their winning run, the Wildcats
i were unable to add another score.
The delayed climax was the most
thrilling portion of the battle.
The summary:
In fact, I almost decided before I fin
T E X T IL E
ished, in lapses of mental clarity per
ab r l b po a e
5 0 0 16 0 2
haps, that everyone in the universe Tru esda le, 1st
T u rcotte, 2nd
2 1 1 2
7 0
ia in the deplorable state of being cul A lla rd , p
4 0 0 0 2 0
Savard, cf
4 0 2 4 0 1
tured.
K o k o sk a , ss
4 0 1 4 3 0
4 0 0 0 1 0
Especially did I enjoy the chapter Q u igley, 3rd
K en d ric k , r f
4 0 0 2 0 0
on culture and religion, for reasons K ilm a rtin , If
4 0 0 2 0 0
B
eehan,
c
4 1 1 3
2 0
which perhaps it would be wisest not
T o ta ls
35 2 5 33 14 3
to broadcast to the world at large.
N . H . U.
ab r l b po a e
The theories and opinions which Mr. H a n n a , c f
5 0 1 0
1 0
4 1 2
1 0
0
Powys expounds in that chapter Sm ith, rf
T ilto n , 2nd
4 0 1 3
1 1
agreed so well with certain conclu R edd en, 3rd
3 0 0 1 2 1
3 0 0 1 0 0
sions that I had been coming to as I H o rrig a n , If
M itchell, c
4 0 1 17 2 1
reached nearer to maturity that it D aw son , 1st
4 0 0 8 0 0
Sm all, ss
4 0 1 2 2 0
just naturally pleased me. On the D unlap , p
3 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
whole, the book was interesting, ♦Shea
T o ta ls,
34 1 6 33 10 3
though at times, because of inher
* B atted fo r D u n la p in 11th.
n in g s
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ent superfluity, boring. As far as T eIn
x tile
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
The Critic is able to ascertain it is N. H. U.
Sacrifice
hit— A lla rd . Stolen
b ases—
probably the most important attempt T u rcotte. L e ft on fjases— T e x tile 7. N . H .
ever made to define culture, the in U. 5. F ir s t base on b a lls— A lla rd 1, D u n 
lap 5.
H it b y pitcher— B y A lla rd (S h ea ).
definable.
Struck out— B y A lla r d 3, b y D u n lap 15.
T
im
e—
2.33.
At present I am reading a novel
which, it is reported, was banned in
both England and America.
Per
Riding Instruction
haps if my courage becomes suddenly
very great I may review it next week
Edward Haseltine, ’31
but I will probably be too sleepy
gain.
Kappa Sigma, Tel. 76
Vincent Scamporino, ’30, and Henry
Kelly, ’30, Tutors in

Inexpensive Sport Suits and
Sport Jackets

Political Science Courses

Fred Langlois, ’31
Gorman Apartments
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UNIVERSITY SONG BOOK
Popularize the good old New Hampshire songs.
The authentic words and music are found in one of the
finest college song books in the country— YOUR OWN
UNIVERSITY SONG BOOK.

CHILTON FOUNTAIN PENS
This pen is gaining in popularity by leaps and
bounds. You should have a demonstration of the
double-ink supply, flowing slowly and evenly from this
marvelous pen, and you would then appreciate what
service a fountain pen should render.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Food of the proper quality and quantity
better prepare the individual for more efficient
concentration and study.
The proper variety of appealing foodstuffs
in the Spring months is particularly noticeable
at the University’s own.
A 21-meal ticket or the cafeteria ticket pro
vide maximum food value at a minimum price.

The University Dining Hall
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Frosh Victors
In Two Contests

Frats Continue
Baseball Games

in his undergraduate days. If you
saw the play we might reveal to you
that he did not actually play the
Articles taken from T he New Hampviolin. If you were not there we
Professor Paul Schoedinger of the
s ±i i k i !J o i several years ago:
might say that the play produced a
Department of English of the Col
March t>, lyiiJ:
demonstration of synchronization that
the
Indian
dances.
The
full
possibil
lege of Liberal Arts will deliver a
un Thursday evening, Feb. 29, a
All Contests Show Very
ities of these scenes were also handi some talking picture directors should
leap year informal dance, under the
lecture next Friday evening to the Baseball Team Winner
capped
by the lack of artistic distance have noticed. The .man who made the
Close
Scores
for
Week
In Hard Fought Games auspices of the Social Committee was
Parent-Teachers’ association in Exe
music behind the scenes was Carlo
in the small hall.
held, in the gymnasium. The attend
ter on the subject “ Reading for Chil
Lanzilli, ’32, and rollicking music it
Mr.
Floyd’s
greatest
asset
in
his
dren.”
Manchester West and Clark School ance was the largest of the year on Kappa Sigma, Phi Mu Delta, Sigma
was.
account of the fact that the men were Alpha Epsilon, Lambda Chi Alpha, performance was his voice and his
Suffer Defeat at Hands of Kit
The stolidity and dignity of an In
careful diction. Most of Johnny
Alpha Tau Omega, and Phi Kappa
an invited by the fair ones. A host
SCHOOLBOY ATHLETES HERE
ten Nine— Victories Make
dian chief is sometimes difficult to
is pretty much like duck
Appleseed’s
lines
were
poetry,
very
Alpha Leaders of Respective
ox imported girls intensified the
i FOR ANNUAL MEET SATURDAY
Total of Three Straight
good poetry, we thought; and he did attain. Mr. Robinson was dignified.
Leagues
pleasure of those present.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Wins
for
Season
soup.
the many beautiful lines full justice. He mastered the scene, and his voice
The young ladies had complete
In fact, along in the middle of the sec was loud and clear. He was a
the total points of the other five con
Intramural baseball settled down to
Continuing its good work in the charge of the artair, serving refresh
ond act we began to long intensely for symbol of the inevitable Indian law.
tenders, and a lead of 70 points over
The most picturesque part of the
opening game, the Freshman base ments and affording one of the most a full schedule during the past week. a taste of one of his apples.
its nearest opponent. In the other
The first five tilts of the season
It’s one of those things
ball team stretched its winning enjoyable occasions of the year. The
Although it might at first glance play, perhaps, was the tribe of In
totalled fifty-four runs; three of the
divisions the scoring was quite close
streak to three games by defeating college orchestra furnished the music
seem a little difficult for a professor dians. They were fierce. They were
which turn around so
games were one-sided, and eleven was
ly contested.
lor a concert and dancing.
West Side high of Manchester, last
of English to corrupt his speech to threatening, and they were colorful.
the predominating number. The next
This year the favorites cannot be
the extent necessary in acting the Our only regret is that they did not
Friday, May 2, by a score of 6 to 2,
nicely, “ the longer you
five games, however, run up a total
March 27, 1912:
decided until the last points are
part of a backwoods Indian, Paul have more room for their dancing.
and later came from behind to snatch
The 49 patrons and patronesses for
While on his way from Boston to of only thirty-six; one game was Schoedinger hid his scruples in that
made, as the strength of most teams
year shorts the shorter
a clear victory from Clark school of
the affair included such dignitaries as
Portland last Saturday morning, Ex- slightly a walk-over, and the highest
is not known definitely. There will
direction and played the part of
Hanover on Tuesday, May 6. Score
Governor and Mrs. Charles W. Tobey,
president Theodore Roosevelt made a score was only seven runs.
be several strong teams on the field, 8 to 7.
you’ll wear longs.”
Leather Lips very convincingly.
Kappa Sigma is leading league one
Honorable and Mrs. John G. Winant,
brief stop of two minutes in Durham
as many have veteran performers.
Miss Murphy had the difficult
What was expected to be a great and addressed the entire student body, with two victories and no defeats.
and President and Mrs. Edward M.
However, some of last year’s high
assignment
of
playing
a
creature
of
scoring teams are not in evidence. pitchers’ battle between Hokanson of members of the faculty, and towns Her nearest contenders are Theta Chi the imagination. Her speeches were Lewis, to mention only a few. The
In more obvious Eng
One of the most notable entrants yet West Side and Edgerly of the Kittens people from the steps of the P u l l m a n j and Delta Pi Epsilon, both credited not many. Her attention was of complete list is as follows: Mr. and
Mrs. Harold W. Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
made is that of Fairhaven, one of turned out to be a lop-sided victory car, attached to the forward end of with one win and a loss. In league necessity directed
toward
mere
lish we m e a n after
the strongest teams in past years, for the Frosh. Only phenomenal the 10.36 train out of Durham to Do two, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and action. She filled the part so that Fred S. Buschmeyer, Mr. and Mrs.
James S. Chamberlin, Dean Elizabeth
Lambda Chi Alpha are the leaders,
which is sending but one man. Sche catches by the West Side outfield pre ver.
little was left to be desired. We had
you’ve worn s h o r t s
(President W. D. Gibbs sent Mr. each having one victory and no loss. always supposed that the forest P. DeMeritt, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
nectady, winner of the out-of-state vented the Freshmen from scoring
many more runs.
Koosevelt a telegram asking him to Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa dryads were blondes. Miss Murphy Hall, Professor and Mrs. William G.
you’ll never go back to
division last year is not entering this
Edgerly allowed but two hits and speak as he passed through Durham, Alpha are leading league three, both is a brunette, and her part was not Hennessy, Director and Mrs. John C.
year. Hebron academy, winner of the
the underwear of the
struck
out nine of his opponents, and without receiving an answer, with two games on their winning col spoiled a particle by the fact. We Kendall, President and Mrs. Edward
out-state division last year, is again
umn. Not only is Phi Mu Delta don’t know any of the fairy crea M. Lewis, Professor and Mrs. Robert
sending a promising team. Four while his teammates gave him excep thereby causing much uncertainty as
horse age.
heading her league with two wins, tures personally anyway, so maybe W. Manton, Doctor and Mrs. Fred T.
to
his
speaking,
posted
a
notice
on
the
tional
support.
Although
Hokanson
high schools of Worcester, Mass., are
but she is also tied with Kappa Sig that blonde idea was the wrong one Murphy, Mrs. Ralph D. Paine, Doc
entered in the out-state high school struck out six men the Kittens con bulletin board "that Mr. Roosevelt
tor Lewis Perry, Doctor and Mrs.
ma of league one.
would
speak
that
morning
from
the
nected
for
ten
hits.
after all.
meet. Tilton school and New Hamp
Thomas G. Phillips, Dean and Mrs.
Following
are
the
results
of
last
10.36 train, and the professors were
With the addition of a beard and a
ton have entered teams of 35 men for
The Freshmen suffered a severe
week’s games, together with the bat few other accessories, Arthur W. Charles H. Pettee, Mr. George M.
instructed
to
dismiss
the
10-11
o’clock
the in-state prep school honors. Ber loss when Fred Howell, their regular
tery of each team: Wednesday, Pi Johnson played the part of a pioneer Putnam, Mr. and Mrs. Earl P. Robin
classes at 10.30 o’clock.” )
lin and Nashua are sending teams of shortstop sprained his ankle sliding
son, Doctor and Mrs. Alfred E. Rich
A t 10.30 the crowd began to pour Kappa Alpha 5, (Tucker and Hunt) settler. We enjoyed his character
35 men each and several other schools into second base in an attempt to
ards, Miss Elizabeth Sawyer, Mr. and
vs.
Alpha
Tau
Alpha
2,
(Jameson
and
out of the class rooms; and a few
ization. There was a not unkindly
have teams of over twenty men en steal after making a single. Wells
Mrs. James Sawyer, Professor and
minutes later, there were fully 500 Todd) ; Thursday, Phi Mu Delta 4, aggressiveness mingled with the de
tered.
Mrs. Harold H. Scudder, Lieutenant
replaced him in the short field and
(Vintinner
and
Lynch)
vs.
Phi
Delta
liberateness of one who lives close
people collected at the station. The
and Mrs. Gerald Shattuck, Mr. and
Five new records were set in last did a creditable job.
crowd had expected Mr. Roosevelt to Upsilon 0, (Powers and Barker); to the influence of nature which
year’s meet. In the 440 yard dash,
Clark school, however, gave the be on the rear car, and had collected Friday, Delta Pi Epsilon 7, (Scruggs seemed to fit the part very well. He Mrs. Paul H. Schramm, Mrs. Forrest
Smith, Mrs. Louise Souther, Colonel
Adams of Worcester South high Frosh a stiff battle and threw a scare
at the end of the station near the and Chase) vs. Theta Upsilon Omega was crude. He didn’t want to be
BRAD
M c lN T I R E
and Mrs. Lynde Sullivan, Governor
school set a mark of 51 seconds. The into their camp. Derby drew the
6,
(Riley
and
Brown);
May
5,
Phi
dressed
up,
but
he
was
solid,
a
good
bridge. There was a wild scramble
and Mrs. Charles W. Tobey, Honor
former record was 52 4-5 seconds.
Kitten pitching assignment and was for the forward end of the train, Mu Delta 5 (Vintinner and Lynch) frontier builder.
able and Mrs. John G. Winant, Pro
In the hammer throw, Johnson of promptly greeted with a brace of
vs.
Theta
Kappa
Phi
4,
(Lampron
Mrs.
Alexander
was
rather
suc
when Col. Roosevelt was seen in the
fessor and Mrs. Karl W. Woodward.
Portland high made a record heave triples, a double, and a single, which,
and
Lambert)
;
May
6,
Kappa
Sigma
cessfully flurried in all the excitement
yestibule and cries of “ Speech” were
F. E. R., ’31.
of 179 feet, 10 inches. The former together with a pass accounted for heard.
2, (Smart and Fox) vs. Theta Chi 1, of the threatening of the Indians, and
record was 169 feet, 4 inches. John four runs. This did not daunt the
LES GAGE PRAISES
(Fuller and Couser).
was a good, practical-minded house
Fully a minute was wasted by the
LIPPINCOTT HOUR SERIES
SPORTS PROGRESS son also heaved the discus for a new (Freshmen, as they also began to peck crowd in running from the rear to the The games scheduled for the week wife between times.
PURCHASED BY LIBRARY
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
distance of 141 feet, 2 inches, the away at Keady, the visiting pitcher, front of the train. When it collected are:
The “ gold-digger of the frontier”
Sports Editor of College Humor Cites former mark being 125 feet, 5 Yz getting one run in the first inning, in front of the car, bearing Col. Lambda Chi Alpha on Thursday, Pi in the person of Gertrude Woolery
The library has purchased all vol
inches. In the pole vault Brown of cne in the second, three in the third, Roosevelt, the latter from the car Kappa Alpha and Phi Alpha on Fri was ably played by the former Mask
Lowering of Track and Field
Leominster high climbed to a new one in the seventh, and two in a steps had only time to say, “ Friends, day, Alpha Tau Omega and Alpha and Dagger actress, Gertrude Nye. ume's of the Lippincott One Hour
Records in Support of Prog
Tau Alpha on Monday, Theta Kappa She was buxom, but she did not lack series yet published. The list is
height of 11 feet, 5 inches, an inch wonderful ninth inning rally.
ress of Younger
it is a great pleasure to meet you
Phi and Phi Delta Upsilon on Tues coquettishness. Her diction was espe below. Each book is written by an
and a half higher than the previous I
Generation
Clark continued to bombard Derby and I have only time to say good luck day, Kappa Sigma and Theta Upsi
authority in the particular field
cially clear throughout.
record. In the shot-put Vlodyka of |
in the second, making two runs, un and good bye.”
lon Omega on Wednesday.
Virility and aggressiveness were treated, and is designed to give the
“ What finer testimonial is there to Tilton school set a new mark of 49
The train started to move as the last
til White came to his rescue and
the keynotes of the role of Bounyon. reader a general familiarity with the
the progress of our younger genera feet, 5V2 inches, against 47 feet, 6
stopped them dead. From then on he words were uttered.
Mr. Eastman gave the part virility. subject. The books will be displayed
tion,” writes Les Gage in the June inches of the previous record. These
GEORGIA BAND
had his opponents literally eat
In
fact, he had a tendency to be so at the main desk today and may be
issue of College Humor, “ than the records may stand this year, or may
AT JUNIOR PROM
June 5, 1912:
ing out of his hand, striking out six
active that it almost seemed as though borrowed at any time after 8 A. M.,
remarkable displays of skill, speed be bettered by some new contestant,
The college is to have as speaker
(Continued from Page 1)
teen and allowing but six hits and
the stage were too small for him. He May 12.
and strength among individual ath but there is hardly a meet held in
at its commencement exercises next
one run in seven innings.
The series: An Hour of Physics by
was the villain, but he was a likeable
letes who year after year have ham which the marks are not set a bit
Wednesday no less distinguished a scott, Mass., has charge of the re
E. N. Andrade, An Hour of Ameri
cne.
Although
not
as
big
a
man
as
The
Frosh
were
behind
throughout
mered down with such amazing per higher in at least one event.
man than Rear Admiral Robert E. freshments. Albert Lazure of Ber
Inkslinger would have had us be can Drama by Barrett H. Clark, An
sistence the world’s records in track
Some idea of the great array of the game until the ninth, when with Peary of the United States Navy. By lin is general chairman, and Profes
lieve,
he has an ample figure well Hour of Health by Morris Fishbein,
the
score
7
to
6
against
them,
the
and field sports?
athletes to gather on the campus this
jiis discovery of the North Pole, Ad sor Arthur W. Johnson is acting fac suited to the part.
The English Novel by Ford Madox
fighting
Kittens
proceeded
to
sew
up
“ Of the fifteen different events, week-end may be gained when it is
miral Peary has become one of the ulty advisor.
Ford,
An Hour of American History
The
stuttering
Inkslinger
furnished
public interest seems to have focused Rioted that for one lunch on Saturday, the game. Trzuskoski started off most honored men of the day, with
The patrons and patronesses will be the comedy for the production. Mr. by Samuel E. Morrison, An Hour with
with
a
single,
Elizabeth
followed
with
upon the hundred yard dash, for the 1,200 brand new egg shells will be
the reputation of the most noted A rc President and Mrs. Edward M. Lewis, Blewett stuttered admirably. His American Music by Paul Rosenfeld,
great George Simpson is again run broken at the Commons. While the another, going to second when the tic explorer in history. Since his re Professor and Mrs. Thorsten Kali- fright was laughable. He is also a An Hour of American Poetry by
ning under the scarlet and gray of Commons has seen many eggs broken ball was thrown over the first-base turn from northern regions he has jarvi and Professor and Mrs. Arthur former Mask and Dagger actor, Charles E. Russell, An Hour with the
Ohio State university. Fighting a in the past, both on the outside and man’s head and Trzuskoski went to been engaged in lecturing to enthu
having been president of the society Movies and Talkies by Gilbert Seldes.
W. Johnson.
field of six sprinters, all of whom had on the inside, the lives of the 1,200 third. The Clark infield came in to siastic audiences on all continents.
been clocked at :09.6 seconds or bet might-be-chicks will be sacrificed that play on the grass for Applin, the next
ter, the Buckeye shattered the rec this assemblage of secondary school batter, so as to cut off a run at the
May 7, 1913:
ord and acquired the nomenclature of athletes be fed for one meal only. The plate. Applin crossed up the infield
Shortly before nine o’clock last
‘the world’s fastest human.’ Simpson other foods might be listed, such as by bouncing a screeching hit over the Wednesday evening the chapel bell in
stepped the century in :09.4 seconds over a dozen regulation boxes of first-baseman’s head, scoring Trzus Thompson Hall summoned together
during a season when Michigan’s bread, and a pile o f bottles of milk koski and Elizabeth, thus ending the the college body to what proved to be
flash, Tolan, and Texas Christian’s that would reach from “ T” hall to game.
one of the most enthusiastic gather
The Frosh continued the great ings in the history of the college. The
star dash man, Leland, was negotiat the gym. The enormous amount of
ing the distance in :09.5.
work necessary to care for this army stickwork, getting twelve hits. App occasion was to celebrate two events;
“ Eddie Gordon, the lanky Negro of future college track stars is often lin, with two doubles and a single, the baseball victory that afternoon
boy from the University of Iowa, overlooked, and the importance of the and Elizabeth with three singles led over Bates, and the state’s appropria
promises to experience another suc meet is underestimated here by the the clubbing yearlings. In the field, tion of $80,000 for the new engineer
however, they were erratic and un ing building. (A t the dedication of
cessful spring in the pits. He is a students.
natural born jumper, equally good
The coaches who have been hand steady. Trzuskoski was tried at the this building it was named after Pro
<n the high and broad jumps. Last ling the arrangements, the managers outfield and looked good, making one fessor DeMerritt, who, on August 22,
June, Gordon took first in the broad and society members who have fine putout.
1913, was accidentally killed while out
jump at the national meet with a printed hundreds of numbers fo r con
The team will try to stretch its hunting woodchucks.) Early in the
leap of twenty-four feet, eight and a testants, who have set scores and winning streak to four straight when evening the freshman class had
half inches to defeat Hill of Southern scores of beds, and who will meet and it meets the University of Maine scoured the town for material for a
California, who later won the I. C. A. attend to the wants of each team all freshmen tomorrow afternoon at bonfire with the result that an accu
A. A. A. title in the broad jump.”
know what a meet of this sort means three-thirty on the Varsity field. mulation of fire wood fully twenty
to the contestants, the students here, Either Edgerly or Roberge will twirl feet high greeted the students and
faculty as they gathered on the crown
and to the schools and friends for the Wild kittens.
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION
of the hill just south of the library.
SERVES TEA TO MOTHERS throughout the state and the rest of
A few gallons of oil and a match was
New England.
In order that the students may ob BROWN BEATEN ON TRACK 83-51 all that was necessary to change this
The University of New Hampshire
into a blazing mass which lit up the
serve
the meet, the Athletic associa
Christian Work entertained more
(Continued from Page 1)
surrounding territory as bright as day.
than one hundred mothers at a tea tion has made the morning events
Speeches were then made by faculty
held in the organization rooms at the free of admission, and the afternoon
The result of the meet last Sat members, and after the speeches were
Commons on last Saturday, May 3, events require only the Athletic
urday:
finished, college and old time songs
from four to six o’clock. This is the ticket.
120 yard H ig h H u rd le s — W h ite h o u s e , N .
Of the thirty-five schools entered, H ., f i r s t ; T h a y er, N . H ., s e c o n d ; Sa w y er, were sung, Enid cheers were given.__
first time that anything of this sort
Genuine enthusiasm was the spirit of
n , third. T im e, 25 4 -5 seconds.
nas been attempted at the annual the number of contestants vary from B row
100 yard D ash — T r o y , B row n , f i r s t ; D ia  the evening.
Mothers’ Day.
Each mother was one to forty each, and are as fo l m ond, B row n, s e c o n d ; B u rd e tt, N . H .,
third. T im e, 10 seconds.
given a carnation when she left. Mrs. lows: Concord 40; Berlin high 25;
M ile
R u n — R ich ard son ,
N.
H .,
f ir s t ;
Lazure, N . H ., s e c o n d ; P a tto n , B row n , STUDENT WRITER TO
E. P. Robinson, Mrs. 0. V. Hender Nashua high 25; Manchester Central third.
T im e, 4 m inutes, 50 seconds.
APPEAR JUNE
440
ya rd
D a sh — H u s e ,
B row n ,
fir s t;
son, Mrs. M. G. Eastman and Mrs. 29; Manchester West 16; Laconia
C rosby, N. H ., se co n d ; W ette rg re e n , N . H .,
(Continued from Page 1)
Ben Andrew poured.
high 14; Dover high 17; Conway third. T im e, 53 4-5 seconds.
L o w H u rd les— W h ite h o u s e , N.
The committee for the tea was (Kennett high) 8; Austin Cate acad H .,220firyard
st; T o olin , N. H ., se co n d ; S a w y er, ered by sales receipts, it is necessary
headed by Lorna Johnson, ’30. Other emy 8; New Hampton school 35; Til B row n, third. T im e, 25 seconds.
a lf M ile R u n — R ich ard son , N . H ., fir s t; that the hearty support of all be had
members were Dorothy Smith, ’33, ton school 35; Clark school 8; Bridg- H uHse,
B row n,
secon d;
R o b erts,
N.
H .,
to insure success. The purchasing
Marion Hough, ’33, Charlotte Scrip ton academy 4; Coburn academy 8; third. T im e, 2 m inutes, 9 4-5 seconds.
F ield E v en ts—
price is fifty cents for paper bound
ture, ’32, Ilda Kirkpatrick, ’31, Doro Fryeburg academy 16; Hebron acad
R u n n in g H ig h Ju m p— R u sse ll, B row n ,
So many unhappy things can happen to
W o o le y , N. H ., se co n d ; A b ra m so n , N. copies, exactly equal to the cost of
thy Johnson, ’31, Florence Gordon, emy 20; Huntington academy 18; first;
increase that old inferiority complex. Deans
H ., and M ac C atherine,
B row n ,
tie fo r
production, and a sale of at least
’31, Carol Rudd, ’31, Joe Ennis, ’31, Kent’s Hill academy 12; Vermont third. H eig h t, 6 feet.
and Doctors, Mid-years and Finals, all dedi
P ole V a u lt— B rooks, N. H ., firs t; K o e b ig , 400 copies is necessary to pay ex
Francis Robinson, ’31, Leroy Moore, academy 15; Worcester Classical 21; B row n, seco n d ; W o o le y and F a b er, N. H .,
cated to the cause of making life a burden.
penses. Board bound copies may be
fo r third. H e ig h t, 11 feet.
’31, John MacLellan, ’32, and Gordon Worcester Commercial 17; Worcester tieShot
P u t— H a n le y , N. H ., fir s t; Saw yer, had for $1.25 each.
Coca-Cola was made for times like these.
B row n, seco n d ; C lapp, N. H ., th ird. D is 
Ayer, ’32,
North high 17; Worcester South high tance, 39 feet, 6 % inches.
— * - '* - 'I . I S T E I V II
H ere’ s a drink that will quickly invest
Representatives
of
the
circulation
R u n n in g B road
Ju m p— W h ite ,
B row n ,
Grantland R ice —*■— " Famous
9; Portland high 19; South Portland
you with some o f its life and sparkle.
staff
are
now
taking
subscriptions
for
firs
t;
W
a
lla
c
e
,
N.
II.,
se
co
n
d
;
W
o
o
le
y
,
N.
PLEDGING NOTICE
Sports Champions-'''*-' Coca-Cola
high 13; Edward Little high 14; H ., third. D istan ce, 21 feet, 9 % inches.
Give you exceeding joy in its tingling, deli
O rchestra
Every W ednesday
s
T h ro w — H a n le y ,
N.
H .,
firs t; the issue in every dormitory, sorority
Deering high 28; Leominster high 16; F oDgiscu
cious taste. And leave you with that cool
e rty , B row n , s e c o n d ; C arrigan , N. H ., and fraternity house, and the support
1 0 :3 0 to 1 X pm . Eastern Daylight
D istan ce, 115 feet, 11 inches.
S a v in g T im e —
— Co a s t t o
Theta Alpha of Theta Upsilon Ome Brattleboro high 6; Fairhaven high third.
after-sense of refreshment in which a right
H a m m er T h ro w — B row n , N . H ., fir s t; of all N. H. U. students is not only
Coast N B C N etw ork— —*—'
ga announces the pledging of Ed 1; Newburyport high 20; Newmarket H orton , B row n , se co n d ; G. Sm ith, N . H ., desired but necessary, to insure the
eous megalomania may wax fat and prosper.
third. D istan ce, 113 feet, 9 inches.
ward J. Whittemore, ’33, of Ply high 7; Crosby (Belfast, Me.) high
Javelin T h ro w — W o o d , N . H ., fir s t; G eof- continuation of this brilliant literary
The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ca.
ferion, N.
H ., s e c o n d ; F o g e r ty ,
B ro w n ,
cw-s
7; Cony (Augusta) high 6.
mouth.
publication.
th ird. D istan ce, 177 feet, 9 inches’.
9 Million A Da y ~ it
had
t o
be
g o o d
t o
g e t
w h e re
I T IS
SCHOEDINGER AT EXETER
TO LECTURE BEFORE P. T. A.

Describing the New

A

FEW 1EAKS AGO

DURHAM PLAYERS’
PRESENTATION OF JOHNNY
APPLESEED PLEASES
(Continued from Page 3)

Undergarments

There’ s a
Silver Lining

thePause
that refreshes

